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Letter from Star Principal Herald

Greetings to all good heralds and pursuivants from Medb, Star.  I hope that you all had a wonderful holiday, filled with
friends, fun and rest.

This month will see the first of three Plenary meetings being held across the Kingdom. As noted before, all three
meetings are identical in their agenda.  I am holding three to help with travel expenses and to give as many as possible
reason to attend. This is a very important meeting. In addition to the normal administrative updates, we will have an
open forum to discuss what changes, if any, we need to make in the structure of the College to ensure its future growth
and smooth operation.

To that end, I would challenge each of you to first, attend a meeting or meetings if you can afford the time and travel,
and second, to consider the following. We are all painfully aware of the fact that fuel costs have become prohibitive and
are impacting the way many of us chose to participate in the SCA and in the College. One of the most common
complaints that we hear from submitters is that the submissions process is hard to understand. One of the most
common complaints from some newer heralds is that the submissions process is hard to understand. Some of the books
we use are out of print or that the local group has no library at all. There are many groups without local branch heralds
(especially in the Western Region). Submitters not only do not have a local herald, but when they do, they cannot seem
to get them to take or process submissions. This is not an exhaustive list, and I am sure that many of you could easily
add to it.

What we will do at each meeting is review these comments, add a few that have been left out, and then look at each
issue to try to determine what actions we can take or what functions we can alter that will help to ease the frustrations.
We will also look at the organization in terms of job duties and workload to determine if any changes are needed to help
ease any of these frustrations and evaluate them with an eye to making the offices easier to fill in future. At each
meeting, I will take notes and see what common concerns and themes emerge. In consultation with my ER Deputy, I will
decide what, if any, changes are needed and will publish the results after Candlemas. I will be calling upon some of you
to discuss certain issues as needed to seek certain areas of expertise after these meetings and before changes are made.

To all of my direct reports, please make sure that you are preparing your quarterly reports. If you have questions as to
content, I can resend the email I sent out some time ago, detailing what I need from each of you. Regionals, please send
updated rosters with your reports.

I hope to see all of you very soon. I will be at Dragonsfire Tor Yule Revel and there will be a warranting class taught there
by Eclipse, then at Stargate Yule for the first Plenary Meeting (which starts after lunch).

I hope that you have a very happy and safe holiday season!

Medb Liath
Star
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INTERNAL LETTER OF INTENT 2005-12

Please find herein the ILoI for December 2005. The December meeting will be
at Wiesenfeuer Yule. The January meeting is tentatively at Steppes 12th Night.
-- Emma Asterisk

1) Alden Drake.  (Gate’s Edge)
Name registered 10/01.  Resubmitted
device.

(Fieldless) A mandrake argent.

Submission History: Previous submis-
sion, “(Fieldless) A demi-acorn sable
slipped and leaved vert dimidiated
palewise with a demi-rose argent
slipped and leaved vert,” was returned
by kingdom in 9/05 for marshalling.

2) Brúnn Iónsson.  (Gate’s Edge)
New Name.

Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:
Yes.  Gender:  Male.
Change for:  Sound: none specified.
Authenticity:  Language/culture: Old Norse
Documentation Provided:  <Brúnn> - http:/
/www.dal.lu.se/sofi/smp/pdf/brun.pdf
<Iónsson> - Academy of Saint Gabriel re-
port 2998 http://www.s-gabriel.org/2998

Asterisk Note: A copy of the Saint
Gabriel report is included, along with
part of an email message from Gunnvor,
and a single page which may or may not
be the SMP citation.

3) Charles Ó Floinn.  (Rosenfeld)
Name forwarded to Laurel on the 7/05
LoI.  Resubmitted device.

Per fess azure and vert, a wolf passant
argent in chief three bezants.

Submission History: Previous submis-
sion, “Azure, a wolf passant argent in
chief three bezants,” was returned by
kingdom in 7/05 for conflict with Renata
von Hentzau, “Azure, a fox courant
reguardant argent, in chief three mul-
lets Or.”

4) Christien de Charlemaison.
(Gate’s Edge)

New Name.

Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:
Yes.  Gender:  None specified.
Change for:  None specified.
Authenticity:  No request
Documentation Provided:  <Christien> -
“Given Names from Brittany, 1384-1600” by
Tangwystyl verch Morgant Glasvryn,
found at www.s-gabriel.org/names/
tangwystyl/latebreton/
<de Charlemaison> - “Names from a 1587
Tax Roll from Provins” by Aryanhwy merch
Catmael, found at www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/
names/french/provins1587.html

Asterisk Note: Printouts were included.
The docs more specifically list
<Christien> as a male name in 1509, and
<de Charlemaison> in the full name
<Jehan de Charlemaison>.

5) Eleanor Fairchild.  (Stargate)
Name registered 12/01.  Resubmitted
device.

Per pale argent and azure, a chevron
rompú within a bordure counter-
changed.

Submission History: Previous submis-
sion, “Per bend azure and argent, in
chief a lily Or,” was returned by Laurel
in 12/01 for conflict with Karol Johanna
Gartenheit, “(Fieldless) A jonquil blos-
som bell to chief Or.” Previous submis-
sion, “Argent, two bendlets azure seme
of hazel nuts inverted Or, a bordure
azure,” was returned by kingdom in 12/
02 for redraw.

Fast Tracks for November
2005

The following item was fast-track ac-
cepted for November 2005.

1. An Loch
Name and device pended 10/05 was
forwarded to Laurel 11/05 LoI.
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6) Lyonnete Haccemus.  (Loch
Soilleir)

New Name.  New Device.

Per bend Azure and Gules, in sinister
chief a Cat Sejant Guardant Or.

Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.
Gender:  Female.
Change for:  Sound: none specified.
Authenticity:  No request
Documentation Provided:  <Lyonnete> -
Colm Dubh “An Index to the Given Names
in the 1292 Census of Paris”
<Haccemus> - Reaney & Wilson p210

Asterisk Note: She also cites as an
online reference sca.org/heraldry/laurel/
names/misplacednamesbyname.htm,
and includes a long exerpt of a message
from Talan that is too long for me to
type in here. It ends with “I’d say that
<Lyonnete Hackemus> is a very reason-
able hypothetical late 13th century En-
glish name. Bynames in ‘hack’ were
quite common, and we know both that
<Lyonnete> existed and that the mas-
culine base for it was in use in England.”

Submitters and local heralds please take
note! If your documentation is TOO LONG,
you need to a) summarize better, and/or b)
send me a copy in email so I can cut&paste
it; I will only do minimal summarizing on
my own, and will not be retyping in lengthy
items.

ANSTEORRAN COLLEGE OF
HERALDS

Annotated Internal Collated
Commentary on ILoI 0509

Please find herein the decisions made at the CoH
decision meeting held on November 8th, 2005
in Mooneschadowe. - Emma Asterisk

Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does
Jayme Dominguez del Valle send Greetings!

For information on commentary submission for-
mats or to receive a copy of the collated com-
mentary, you can contact me at:

Joseph Percer
PO BOX 18215
Corpus Christi, TX 78480-8215
361/232/1754 (before 11 pm please)
Retiarius@ansteorra.org

Commenters for this issue:

Knute
Da’ud ibn Auda – al-Jamal Herald
Magnus von Lübeck – Orle Herald
Gawain of Miskbridge – Green Anchor Herald
Steppes Commenting Guild - Robin of Gilwell,

Oakenwald Pursuivant, Amr ibn Majid bakri
al-Amra, Frank the Illiterate Scribe (This
month all members of the Steppes comment-
ing group were heralds in the Principality of
Ansteorra in the 1970s.  Top that.)

Collated Commentary on IloI 0508

1.   Aurelia Coritana.  (Bryn Gwlad)
New Name.  New Device.
Azure, a stag springing argent, a decrescent
Or.

Al-Jamal
[Device] The placement of the decrescent on

the field needs to be noted in the blazon, as it
has no default; it is in dexter chief or in can-
ton.
Clear, but very reminiscent, of Oskar of the
Wood (9011E), Gules, a stag springing ar-
gent and in sinister chief a decrescent Or
within a bordure ermine. There is a CD for
the tincture of the field, another for the place-
ment of the secondary charge, and a third for
removal of the bordure.

Magnus
[Name] Aurelia: Most of the documentation for

this name wasn’t presented to commenters
so there may be problems from that. The
conquest of Britain effectively began in A.D.
43 with Claudius’ invasion and Roman Brit-

LAUREL ACCEPTANCES
AND RETURNS
FOR AUGUST 2005

The following are the Ansteorran excerpts
from the Laurel August 2005 letter
published on 7 November 2005.

Status of ILoIs

ILoI 2005-01: Commentary 2005-04
Gazette. LoI 2005-03.
Laurel meetings scheduled
07/16 & 07/17/2005.

ILoI 2005-02: Commentary 2005-05
Gazette. Folded into LoI
2005-05.

ILoI 2005-03: Commentary 2005-06
Gazette. LoI 2005-05.
Laurel meetings scheduled
09 - 11, 25, & 17/2005.

ILoI 2005-04: Commentary 2005-07
Gazette. LoI2005-06.
Laurel meetings scheduled
10/23 & 10/06/2005.

ILoI 2005-05: Commentary 2005-08.
LoI 2005-07.

ILoI 2005-06: Commentary 2005-09.
LoI 2005-08.

ILoI 2005-07: Commentary 2005-10.
LoI 2005-09.

ILoI 2005-08: Commentary 2005-11. LoI
2005-10.

ILoI 2005-09: Comments this Gazette.
LoI 2005-11.

ILoI 2005-10: Comments due next Ga-
zette. Decision meeting Dec
3, Wiesenfeuer Yule.

ILoI 2005-11: Comments due Retiarius
12/20/05. Decision meeting
Jan 7, Steppes 12th Night
(tentatively).

ILoI 2005-12: Comments due Retiarius
1/20/05. Decision meeting
tba.

ACCEPTANCES
Inman MacMoore. Reblazon of device.
Sable, an eagle’s sinister wing displayed
inverted with a claw issuant sustaining to
dexter a broadaxe palewise Or.

Originally registered 12/1982 and
reblazoned 12/1999 as Sable, a winged
eagle’s claw sustaining to dexter a

broadaxe palewise Or, that blazon
would give it two wings, while the
emblazon shows only one. The claw is
much smaller than the wing, so it has
been blazoned as issuant.

RETURNS
None.
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ain was firmly a province by A.D. 78. This
article focuses on Republic practices before
31 B.C. It is indicated that an authentic 1st
century Roman female name would more
likely be an imperial trinomen form. How-
ever, the article should be enough documen-
tation for Aurelia. Martindale, J. R, Prosopo-
graphy of the Later Roman Empire, Volume
2 395-522 A.D., (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1980) page 201 has Aurelius
still in use in 513 A.D. So the name lasted
through the imperial Roman era.

Coritana: The website doesn’t document its use
as a name element. The argument can’t be
made that this is a nomen and cognomen name
as found at the end of the imperial era. We
have evidence of cognomen formed from a
Roman province but not a Celtic tribe. Fur-
thermore there is a precedent ruling against
the use of Roman-era Celtic tribe in personal
names.

     [February 2004 LoAR R-Outlands] “Darius
Tigres Jaxarticus. No evidence was presented
that the Jaxartes River was known to the
Romans, let alone that they used that name.
However, the College was able to confirm
that the name Iaxartes was found in the first
century Roman geography of Pomponius
Mela www.magister.msk.ru/library/babilon/
latin/mela01l.htm. While evidence was pre-
sented of forming a cognomen like Germani-
cus and Britannicus from provincial names,
no evidence was presented that a cognomen
could be formed from river names. Moreover,
the name Iaxartes is not of the same declen-
sion as the cited place names, so even if a
cognomen could be formed from Iaxartes, it
might not take the form Iaxarticus. Barring
evidence that a cognomen could be formed
from the name of a river, this byname is not
registerable.”

     [September 2001 LoAR A-Æthelmearc]
“Michelina da Trento. Submitted as Michelina
Cenomani da Trento, Cenomani is docu-
mented as the name of a Roman-era Celtic
tribe. No evidence was provided that the name
of a Celtic tribe would have been used in a
personal name. Even if such a construction is
plausible, this name has two weirdnesses: one
for lingual mix and one for temporal dispar-
ity.

        Aurelia filia Volisii: The web site does men-
tion Volisios as a ruler’s name from an A.D.
45 coin. I would like to see definite evidence
this is the Latin form of the name. Otherwise
pairing it with filia causes an Rfs.III.1.a re-
turn mixing languages in the same name
phrase.

[Device] Blazon as: “Azure, a stag springing ar-
gent, in canton a decrescent Or.”

Knute
[Device] Azure, a stag springing argent and in

canton a decrescent Or.
Aurelia Bryhtwyn - February of 1996 (via the

East): Azure, a stag salient guardant argent,
collared vert, between three increscents ar-
gent. No CD for tincture or facing for chang-
ing only the increscent in canton to an Or
decrescent. Single CD for number of second-
aries for removing the other two increscents.
The Siridean MacLachlan precedent needs to
be overturned.

Gawain
[Device] The decrescent is in canton.

Steppes
Name: If the name form is for <Aurelia filia

Volisii>, should this not be the form for sub-
mission? Lots of nice documentation. Un-
fortunately, none of it documents <Roman
Nomen> + <Celtic tribal name> as a name
form.

Device: reblazon “… in canton a decrescent Or”.

No problems.

College Action
Name: Returned for lack of documentation.
The proposed surname <Coritana> is not docu-
mented as a name element (see Magnus). The
alternate proposed surname <filia Volisii> is a
great deal more plausible, but needs further
documentation that <Volisii> is the correct
latin form of the name (see the end of
Magnus’s discussion.)

Device: Returned for lack of a name. There was
no problem found with the device itself.

2. Elizabeth Blackthorne.  (Crossrode Keep)
New Name. New Device.

Argent, two roses in saltire gules stemmed
and leaved sable, a chief triangular purpure
strewn with gouttes d’eau.

Al-Jamal
[Device] Given the comparative sizes of the

“stems” and the flowers, we might blazon these
as rose branches sable, flowered gules, per
the following precedent:

There have been suggestions that we
should grant a CD for slipping and leav-
ing, when the slip is so large as to con-
stitute the majority of the charge in
effect, when the charge is better bla-
zoned a branch with a flower rather
than a flower with a stem. I’ve found
period evidence supporting this sug-
gestion, in the arms of the Counts of
Rapperswil, c.1232: D’or a treis rosers
sur checkune roser une rose de goules
checkune roser verte (Or, three rose
branches vert, on each rose branch a
rose gules). The comital line went ex-
tinct in 1283, but rosiers (rose
branches) are still found in the modern
arms of Rapperswilstadt, in the Swiss
canton of St. Gall: Argent, in fess two
rose branches vert, each with a rose
gules. These are drawn just as they’re
blazoned: large stems (few or no
leaves) with small roses. They are
clearly artistic variations on branches,
nor roses. (Anglo Norman Armory II,
p.442; Early Blazon , p.270; 10000
Wappen von Staaten und Städten,
p.288.)

In cases that follow this example, I
will register the plant as a branch with
a flower. Moreover, I intend to grant a
Substantial Difference (i.e., sufficient
to invoke Rule X.2) between a branch
(flowered or not) and a flower. Slipped
flowers drawn with the flower domi-
nant will still be considered negligibly
different from a plain flower. Flowers
whose slips are part of the definition
(e.g., trefoil, thistle) will not get extra
difference for the slip. I welcome sug-
gestions on how we should count dif-
ference between flowered branches
(e.g., between a branch vert with a rose
gules and a branch vert with an iris
gules); it should be at most a single CD,
but I’m not convinced we could even
grant that.

I think this new definition will bring
us closer to period usage, and ease up a
bit on conflict. It will also, I concede,
make it temporarily harder to inter-
pret old SCA blazons (“It says rose
slipped. Does this conflict with a rose,
or with a branch?”), but we can reblazon
devices with branches as they come up
in commentary. (24 July, 1993 Cover
Letter (June, 1993 LoAR), pg. 7)

The more usual grammar of SCA blazon would
make the chief on a chief triangular purpure

goutty d’eau.

Knute
[Device] Argent, two roses in saltire gules slipped

and leaved sable and a chief triangular
purpure goutty d’eau. Clear.

Magnus
[Device] Blazon as: “Argent, two roses in saltire

gules stemmed and leaved sable, a chief tri-
angular purpure goutty d’eau.

Gawain
[Device] Please insert my usual rant about 20th C.

hybrid roses being in violation of RfS VII.4
no matter what Laurel has ruled on the mat-
ter. Blazon fu: “ Argent, two roses in saltire
gules slipped and leaved sable, a chief trian-
gular purpure goutty d’eau.”

Steppes
[Device] No obvious problems.  Eliminate the

words “strewn with” — it’s just “goutty d’eau”

Maridonna
[Name] Also R&W, <Elizabeth Lamplogh> 1437.

College Action:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel, reblazoned as “Ar-

gent, two roses in saltire slipped and leaved
sable, a chief triangular purpure gouty
d’eau.” Advise the submitter to draw less
prominent stems on the roses in the future.

3. Isobel de Kirkbryde.  (Namron)
New Name.

Magnus
[Name] Isobel: Withycombe doesn’t have any

dates for this spelling. Black, Surnames of
Scotland under Cadell has Issobell from 1530.

Kirkbryde: Black under Kirkbride has Richard de
Kirkbride from 1274.

Maridonna
[Name] Also R&W, Isobel Renton, 1548.

Steppes
[Name] Given the two variants documented for

the surname, the combined form submitted
appears more than reasonable.

College Action
Name: Forwarded to Laurel, using additional dated

citation from Maridonna.

4. Lettice de Routon.  (Gate’s Edge)
New Name.

Magnus
[Name] Lettice: It is much simpler to use Reaney

& Wilson under Delf which has Lettice atte
Delue from 1357.

Routon: The assize records date Richard de
Routon to 1303. This is an excellent source
as long as a print out is included and this is
cited in full in the LoI. “[m. 5d.] Fri. 18 Oct.
1303. John le Blund, mayor, William de Leyre,
John de Wangrave, Thomas Romeyn, Solomon
le Cotiller, Adam de Foleham, Hugh Pourte,
John de Canterbury, Simon de Paris, John de
Dunstaple, Nicholas Pycot, and William de
Combemartyn, sheriff. 57. The prior of Holy
Trinity complains that the house of Richard
de Routon in the par. of St. Mary atte Nax
threatens ruin, to the damage of his free ten-
ement and the manifest peril of those dwell-
ing therein. The sheriff testifies that the def.
has been summoned to appear upon the land.
Judgment, in his default, that he rebuild the
house within 40 days so that the prior and the
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common people suffer no damage or peril.”
Full citation: Sponsor: London Record Soci-
ety. Publication: London assize of nuisance
1301-1431. Year published: 1973. Pages: 10-
22. Citation: ‘Misc. Roll DD: 6 Sept 1303 -
19 Aug 1306 (nos 51-99)’, London assize of
nuisance 1301-1431: A calendar (1973), pp.
10-22.

Steppes
[Name] Thanks to Asterisk for turning the docu-

mentation into English. After the translation
of the docs, it’s a good name.

College Action
Name: Forwarded to Laurel. Bordure, please

make sure the citation is listed in full on the
LoI (see Magnus for a version you can cut &
paste).

5. Odhran of Kilmain. (Namron)
New Name.

Steppes
[Name] It would be better to use the Irish form of

“of”. Can we show that Kilmain existed be-
fore 1600?

Magnus
[Name] Odhran: OCM under Odrán gives Odhrán

as a post-1200 spelling of the name and notes
there are 17 saints of that name.

Kilmain: The web site only dates this to 1837.
Black, Surnames of Scotland under Kelman
has it as of local origin from a place in Aber-
deenshire and has Barbara Kilmaine from
1603.

Maridonna
[Name] OC&M, s.n. Odran:Odhran. According

to an early text there were seventeen saints
of this name.

Room lists Kilmaine (Mayo), Cill Mheain, ‘middle
church’. The church is in the middle of the
Plains of Ellertrin.

There is one step from period practice mixing
Gaelic and English (or Anglicized Irish).

Gawain
[Name] MacLysaght’s entry for “Kilmaine” is,

in its entirety, “This name, that of their home
in Co. Mayo, was assumed by a Jennings fam-
ily in France.”

College Action
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as <Odhran of

Kilmaine>, using the documentation from
Black given by Magnus.

6. Sárait ingen Beatháin. (Namron)
New Name.

Steppes
[Name] Does the surname require lenition?

(*We* are certainly not qualified to so so –
but we have to ask…)

Magnus
[Name] Sárait: This name looks like trouble.  OCM

under Sárait says it is legendary as the ances-
tor of the kings of Scotland. The Irish Annals
have only one listing for it for A.D. 165 which
also makes it legendary. I can’t find any evi-
dence of its use by humans in period. At CELT
- Annals of the Four Master Volume 1 entry
165.1 page 106:

   Iar m-beith m-bliadhna h-i righe n-
Ereann do Chonaire, mac Modha
Lamha, torcair la Neimhidh mac
Sruibhginn. meic lais an c- Conaire h-
isin, Coirbre Muscc, ó raiter
Musccraighe, Cairpre Bascain, o t-tádh

Baiscnigh h-i c- Corca Baisccinn, &
Cairpre Riata, o b-fuilit Dál Riata.
Saraid inghion Cuinn Cedcathaigh
mathair na mac-sa Conaire, mic Modha
Lamha.

     Conaire, son of Mogh Lamha, after
having been eight years in the sover-
eignty of Ireland, fell by Neimhidh,
son of Sruibhgheann. This Conaire had
three sons, Cairbre Musc, from whom
the Muscraighe are called; Cairbre
Baschaein, from whom are the
Baiscnigh, in Corca Baiscinn; and
Cairbre Riadal, from whom are the Dal
Riada. Saraid, daughter of Conn of the
Hundred Battles, was the mother of
these sons of Conaire, son of Modh
Lamha.

Beathán: Scottish Gaelic Given Names: For Men
by Sharon L. Krossa http://www.medieval
scotland.org/scotnames/gaelicgiven/men.
shtml dates this name from the 1300s.

College Action
Name: Return for lack of documentation that

this name was ever used by non-legendary
humans.

7. Walja the Goth. (Unknown)
Name change from Ottavio Todisco. Device
Change.
Azure, a Spagenhelm plumed of a horse’s
tail within a bordure argent.

Steppes
[Name] This presents an interesting conundrum.

The submittor has documented that the name
form he wants is inauthentic, because the rules
forbid an authentic one. But he’s also submit-
ting a device. If we follow the rules and refuse
the inauthentic name form “Walja the Goth”
(because Goths had only single names), then
he will be given “Walja of <SCA placename>”,
which is equally inauthentic, and for the same
reasons. Pass it and make it Laurel’s problem.

[Device] Consider “Sable, a morion helm within
a bordure argent” (SCA badge: Barony of
Mons Tonitrus, for the Order of the Silver
Morion of Mons Tonitrus). One for the field.
Is there a difference for morion vs. spangen-
helm (with horsetail)?

Knute
[Device] Mons Tonitrus, Barony of - January of

1991 (via Atenveldt): Sable, a morion helm
within a bordure argent. CD field, possible
CD for facing. Visual call.

Magnus
[Name] The authenticity for 15th-16th century

must be a typo. There weren’t any Goths left
around by then.

Walja: Saint Gabriel report 2392 actually dates
this name from 4th-5th century.

the Goth: These two references indicate this
byname was used and lingua anglica would al-
low its use in an English form.

Saint Gabriel Report 1928 “On the other hand, a
foreign writer might have referred to a Goth
as the Goth. We have found strong evidence
that in Iberia after the fall of the Gothic king-
dom, bynames with this meaning were used.
We found a 9th or 10th century Arabic name,
<Hafs ibn Albar al-Quti>, which means “Hafs
son of Alvar the Goth [4]. We noted earlier
that we’d found a couple 10th and 11th cen-
tury names that included surnames that might
have meant the Goth (but might also have
meant son of Gotus): <Ara Goti> 1080 and
<Fredulfus Gotici> 940 [5]. At least in Iberia,
we think it is plausible that, at least in some
circumstances, a man might have been known
as the Goth.”

[February 1997 LoAR A-EAST] “Anastasia Guta.
Submitted as Anastasia Gutane, Gutane ap-
pears to be the genitive plural of an n-stem
Gothic noun which if masculine would be Guta;
the nominative plural is probably Gutans
`Goths’. This could be translated `of the
Goths’, but for several reasons it seems un-
likely in this form. First, Anastasia isn’t at all
Gothic; it’s a Latin version of an originally
Greek name. Perhaps more important, it
seems unlikely that the lady would be known
as `(of) the Goth(s)’ in Gothic: in a Gothic
context one expects people to be Gothic. One
can imagine her being so described in a Latin
document, however, so what’s really wanted,
we think, is a Latin version of the byname.
According to Bennett (19), the Classical Latin
word for the Goths was Gutones, Gotones,
which matches the Gothic word; the Late Latin
word was Gothi. The Classical equivalent of
Gutane would therefore be Gotonum; the later
Latin form would be Gothorum. However, we
don’t think that Latin idiom normally uses
the genitive plural in this way. A more char-
acteristic usage seems to be that of the names
Lucterius Cadurcus `Lucterius the Cadurcan’
and Vercassivellaunus Arvernus `Vercassivel-
launus the Arvernian’; here Cadurcus is both
an adjective `Cadurcan’ and a substantive `the
Cadurcan’. (Both names are from Caesar’s
Gallic War.) Harpy conjectures that the Gothic
version would have been Gut, which is consis-
tent with other available information as well.
Latin typically forced borrowed names into a
regular Latin declension; here we suspect that
the Classical Latin version would have been
Guta.”

[Device] Blazon as: “Azure, a spagen helm
plumed of a horse’s tail within a bordure ar-
gent.” Conflict with Barony of Wastekeep
November 1980: “Azure, a great helm, pen-
dant therefrom a chain crescentwise argent,
the helm pierced through the eyeslot by an
arrow fesswise reversed Or.” There is one CD
for adding the bordure. According to the Pic
Dic the type of helm carries no heraldic dif-
ference. The rest are maintained charges.
Wastekeep is in An Tir near Walla Walla,
Washington. Permission to conflict might be
the way to go. Please let me know if the
submitter wishes to pursue that angle.

[May 2003 LoAR R-East] “Concordia of the
Snows, Barony of. Badge. (Fieldless) A barbute
argent. Conflict with a badge of the Barony
of Wastekeep, Azure, a great helm, pendant
therefrom a chain crescentwise argent, the
helm pierced through the eyeslot by an arrow
fesswise reversed Or. There is one CD for
fieldlessness. The chain and arrow through
the helmet are equivalent to maintained
charges, and their deletion is not worth dif-
ference.”

Maridonna
[Name] The form is marked authentic for 5th -6th

century which was written very closely to a
parenthesis thus mistaken for 15th -16th cen-
tury. After checking with the client he does
not want authenticity. I learned that he filled
in ‘wants authenticity’ after I finished the
form. An email has been sent to Asterisk con-
cerning this change from authenticity.

College Action
Name: Forwarded to Laurel. Bordure, please make

sure the LoI lists 5th-6th century, not 15th-16th…
Please also note that the submitter wishes his
current name to be retained as an alternate.

Device: Returned for conflict with the Barony
of Wastekeep, “Azure, a great helm, pen-
dant therefrom a chain crescentwise argent,
the helm pierced through the eyeslot by an
arrow fesswise reversed Or” with one CD for
the addition of the bordure, but no difference
for helm type (or the maintained charges).
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*These items are requirements of the job.     **If you receive these, it is a requirement of your job to send them to Asterisk promptly.

Remember: All submissions are $9 (U.S.) each; $1 per submission is retained by the local group and a group check for $8 per submission is sent
to Asterisk with the submissions. For Name Submissions, 3 copies of the form and documentation are to be sent to Asterisk, 1 copy is to be retained
by the branch herald, and 1 copy is given to the submittor. For Device/Badge Submissions, send 4 colored and 2 non-colored copies to Asterisk,
1 of each is retained by the branch herald, and 1 of each is given to the submittor. All money and all submissions go to Asterisk Herald.
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